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Abstract

The goal of this project is to build on existing open mapping using humanitarian

software from HOTOSM. I also wanted to learn about humanitarian software while

contributing to its progression. This meant comparing HOTOSM with other disaster

relief software. Open mapping will contribute to disaster relief in the areas that need

mapping. Although most developed areas are mapped, it is crucial that more rural

areas are as well. This will allow us to use already existing infrastructure to more

efficiently provide aid to those impacted areas.
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Chapter 1

Problem Description

The purpose of this project was to learn about humanitarian software while also

contributing to its progression. I like helping people and learning more about how

software can be used for humanitarian causes. I wanted to find a project that was

currently being worked on and to which I could make a contribution.

Currently, mapping data for humanitarian causes already has a large number

of contributions. This is especially seen in developed and urban locations around

the world. My goal with this project is to learn the impact of street mapping,

while also contributing to its development. I will focus on how street mapping com-

pares to other humanitarian software. [CSVdW07] [ABB17] [PKA+07] [EHRM12]

[EMdL+07]

The HOTOSM source-code is hosted publicly on GitHub Pages:

https://github.com/hotosm

Link to open source mapping website:

https://tasks.hotosm.org/
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The existing software for disaster relief includes many fields and platforms. One

of the fields that this project will focus on is expanding open map data that enables

disaster respondents to reach those in need. I will be doing this by working with

HOTOSM software.

2.1 Existing HOTOSM Disaster Relief Software

HOTOSM is an international organization dedicated to humanitarian contribu-

tions and the development of communities via open mapping. They work to provide

open map data that contribute to disaster management, reducing risks, and achiev-

ing sustainable development goals.

When a disaster occurs thousands of volunteers from HOT get together online

to construct available map data that allow disaster respondents to reach those in

need.

Through the Missing Maps project, the HOT global community completes maps

of heightened vulnerability areas where data is lackluster, placing millions of people

onto the world map in OpenStreetMap.

HOT helps international organizations, NGOs, and government partners to uti-

lize OpenStreetMap for locally-relevant challenges via the provision of training and

equipment.

HOT develops open-source apps and instruments for cooperative mapping and
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geospatial data display. The tools are free for all to utilize and leveraged by partners

such as Red Cross societies, Médecins Sans Frontières, UN agencies and programs,

government agencies, and local NGOs and communities.

Most of this work is done through OpenStreetMap is the community-driven

free and editable map of the world, supported by the not-for-profit OpenStreetMap

Foundation. HOT works close to the globe to support and increase the use of

OpenStreetMap and help build local OpenStreetMap communities.

Three software packages developed by HOT are learnosm, OpenAerialMap, and

tasking-manager. Tasking Manager is a mechanism to team up for mapping in

OpenStreetMap. OpenAerialMap is an open service to deliver access to a common

of openly licensed imagery and map layer services. The learnosm repository is

dedicated to helping people learn how to map in OpenStreetMap (OSM) and use

many of the software and tools. [SP14]

2.2 Compare to Disaster Relief Software That

Exists

Mapping is just one of the many different ways that open-source software can

contribute to disaster relief. Another way this could be accomplished is by helping

people connect with lost loved ones. Software that helps in the distribution of first-

aid, and many others.

An example of this is American Red Cross. They share a mission of preventing

and relieving suffering, here in the U.S. and around the world. American Red Cross

is a non-profit humanitarian organization that focuses on disaster relief, disaster

relief education, and emergency assistance mainly in the United States. This is an

organization that has a broader scope of focus compared to HOTOSM. [Pai19]
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OneBlood, approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, is a software

application that is highly intuitive, user-friendly, and allows each unit of donated

blood to be tracked from collection to transfusion and every step in between. RSA

also enables donors to move through the system faster, allowing for increased blood

collections and improved donor satisfaction. With both OneBlood and the Red

Cross operating on RSA, the software platform will be used to manage more than

half of the nation’s blood supply. This software can be used in conjunction with

HOTOSM software to improve disaster relief. [Pai19]

VEOCI is a virtual emergency operations tool that is being used in more than 180

facilities such as educational centers, airports, and government entities throughout

the U.S. and internationally. It was described by the Director of Emergency Man-

agement as the “Facebook for Emergency Management.” The software is useful for

managing and informing large personnel during a time of crisis. The software can

also be used to simulate events such as natural disasters. For example, a wildfire

approaching a school can be simulated using the software. VEOCI is integrated with

google maps and provides a visual representation of the wildfire. The software will

also provide other information such as resource supply, evacuation locations, etc. .

This will improve education on disaster relief, while also making sure to product

is equipped to handle a specific situation. This software tool can also be used in

conjunction with HOTOSM, but is mainly useful for large-scale disasters. [HOI19]

Lastly, social media has become a useful software tool for disaster relief. This

software is useful for broadcasting the needs of individuals during a disaster. It is

the most effective system for this, as it is common for someone to have access to the

software during a crisis. Although it is easy to use and most people have access to

it, the software is not meant to be solely used for disaster relief. Anyone can restate

already known information or propagate rumors. This can lead to issues such as data
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cluttering and misinformation. These issues require third-party software to parse the

data, so information on social media can be more easily processed. Parsing the data

will result in some useful messages being lost, making this tool slightly inconsistent

and/or resource-consuming to use. Even if other software might be more effective

for the broadcasting needs of individuals, it is important that we continue to use

social media due to its broad reach in society. [LC14]

2.3 How this Project Builds upon Existing Work

This project uses existing HOTOSM software to expand existing map data. In

the future, I am hoping to be more involved in the development of the software, as

I gain more experience with it. As of now, HOTOSM has over 300,000 community

mappers that help expand their map data, with hundreds of millions of mapping

contributions from them. [PSAB15]
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Looking For Project

My first goal was to research as many projects, as I could and attempt to find one

that was interesting and could be contributed by me. My primary tools for searching

for projects were google, GitHub, and GitLab. I wanted to look for projects that

used programming languages that I was familiar with. I also wanted to look for

projects where I could contribute in other ways, apart from software development,

as well. These factors maximized my flexibility to start working on the project right

away. Being familiar with the programming languages allowed me to quickly start

helping contribute to development. Also, having other ways to build on the software

outside of programming would allow me to contribute even if I did not get to directly

make changes. Lastly, I also looked for a project that was being actively updated

and used. This made it more likely that I could contribute to it efficiently.

Here is a list of the projects I looked at in order:

1. ”2 Weeks Ready”

� An application for disaster preparedness. An easy place to store and

share emergency information.

� I reached out to the developers on twitter to try and ask how I could

contribute.
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� Link to Project Here

2. Carbon Footprint

� I reached out to the developers on twitter to try and ask how I could

contribute.

� Link to Project Here

3. SugarLabs

� Attempted to make pull request to contribute to github repository.

� Link to Project Here

4. crisischeckin

� Project updates seemed 2 years and older, so I was not able to make

contact with the developers.

� Link to Project Here

5. MobileKidsIdAppBuild

� Attempted to make pull request to contribute to github repo.

� Link to Project Here

6. HOTOSM

� Reached out to developers and staff through slack and email.

� Link to Project Here
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3.2 Training

I decided to contribute by using the software to build on the already existing

mapping data. Initially I had to get familiar with how to use their software. This

is how I trained:

1. Watched Introductory Videos

Figure 3.1: One of the youtube videos I used to learn the software

2. Asked Questions in Slack

3. Attending Meeting
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Figure 3.2: I asked slack questions that were related to mapping and HOTOSM

Figure 3.3: I attended meetings such as this one
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3.3 What Would Have I Done Differently?

When searching for a project to contribute to, I would start by making sure that

it is actively being worked on. Reaching out to a lot of projects by contacting the

people who work on them is a good idea. Then I recommend doing more research

if the project is right for you. This will save a lot of time, as some projects are

inactive and/or difficult to contribute to. I would ask questions as early as possible,

this could be done through the slack for HOTOSM. Make sure to look at all available

resources to find some that best help you contribute. This could be a readme in a

GitHub repository or an instructional youtube video.
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Chapter 4

Results and Conclusions

I ended up using the HOTOSM software to map some areas that needed mapping.

The areas in which I contributed to mapping included the countries of Libya, Brazil,

and Mauritania. The mapping included identifying roads, structures, and geological

features. I used google translate frequently so I could understand the different

languages that were used. I learned more about how the software was constructed

by using it as well.

As more areas are mapped it is easier to conduct relief operations. Identifying

the fastest routes to an area will lead to supplies arriving faster. An example of

this could be identifying the location of roads and what type of road they are, using

the HOTOSM software. Mapping will allow us to know which areas have residents.

An example of this is labeling structures as a home rather than ruble, using the

HOTOSM software. This will make search efforts for missing people easier because

the relief operations will know which areas to search. The mapping also allows relief

operations to find the fastest path to a hospital from a certain location. [dDS12]

[LC14]

The mapping can also have economic and educational benefits for the mapped

areas. For example, it can help local leaders make sure that residents have access to

educational centers. Local businesses can also use the map data for more efficient

travel. It can also help with identifying where possible customers are located. The

map data can allow charity organizations to identify problems such as poor road
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construction. This will allow mapped areas to have a higher chance to receive

funding from these charities or their governments.[Pai19] [dDS12] [LC14]

Here are images of the mapping software:

1. Mapped Areas in Nouadhibou, Mauritania

2. Mapped Areas in SÃO Francisco River, Brazil

3. Mapped Areas in Benghazi, Libya
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Figure 4.1: An area I mapped in Nouadhibou, Mauritania
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Figure 4.2: Another area I mapped in Nouadhibou, Mauritania
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Figure 4.3: An area I mapped in SÃO Francisco River, Brazil
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Figure 4.4: An area I mapped in Benghazi, Libya
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Chapter 5

Limitations and Future Work

Although the software is abstract, it can help extract more benefits from material

things that already exist such as roads. This makes the software a powerful tool in

the real world for collecting, representing, and sharing data. The software allows us

to interact with people worldwide. Although this can help us get data quickly, as it

does for HOTOSM, it also leads to data cluttering. This requires new features to be

implemented in the software to make sure the data is parsed and utilized effectively.

[dDS12] [LC14] [SP14]

In the future, I plan on continuing to use HOTOSM software to contribute

with map data in locations of need. As I begin to gain more experience I hope

to eventually contribute to the development of their software. Donating is another

future option to help support HOTOSM software.
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Appendix A

HOTOSM Source Code

This code is shown publicly on GitHub:

https://github.com/hotosm
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